
Schatzker Classification Worksheet
Patient's name: _____________________________  Age: _________  Date: ___________________

Instructions for use

This worksheet is designed to help healthcare professionals accurately classify and document tibial 
plateau fractures using the Schatzker Classification system.  Follow these steps to effectively utilize 
the worksheet:

1. Obtain and review relevant imaging studies (X-rays, CT scans, MRI) to assess the tibial plateau 
fracture.

2. Based on the imaging, determine the type of tibial plateau fracture according to the Schatzker 
Classification (Type I to VI) using the illustration below.

3. Use the guiding questions provided to ensure a comprehensive assessment. Answer each 
question thoroughly to document the key aspects of the fracture.

4. Note any additional findings in the "Additional notes” section.

Schatzker classification

Reference: Zeltser, D.W., Leopold, S.S. Classifications in brief: Schatzker Classification of tibial 
plateau fractures. Clin Orthop Relat Res 471, 371–374 (2013). https://doi.org/10.1007/s11999-012-
2451-z

Patient's type of tibial plateau fracture type:

Guided questions

How extensive is the diaphyseal involvement?

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11999-012-2451-z
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11999-012-2451-z


Are there any neurovascular injuries associated with the fracture?

What is the condition of the soft tissues around the fracture site?

What are the immediate steps for managing such a severe injury?

Additional comments


	Patients name: John Doe
	Age: 45
	Date: June 4, 2024
	Patient  s type of tibial plateau fracture typeRow1: Type IV - Medial Plateau Fracture
	How extensive is the diaphyseal involvementRow1: The diaphyseal involvement appears to be minimal based on the imaging studies. There is no significant extension of the fracture line into the diaphysis, and the primary fracture is confined to the medial plateau. However, there is some compression and depression noted at the fracture site, which may require further evaluation and treatment.
	Are there any neurovascular injuries associated with the fractureRow1: Upon initial assessment, there are no evident neurovascular injuries associated with the fracture. Pulses are intact distal to the injury, and the patient has normal sensation and motor function in the affected limb. Continuous monitoring is necessary to rule out any delayed neurovascular complications.
	What is the condition of the soft tissues around the fracture siteRow1: The soft tissues around the fracture site are mildly swollen, with no signs of open wounds or significant bruising. There is moderate tenderness upon palpation, but no evidence of compartment syndrome. The overlying skin is intact, and there are no signs of infection or severe soft tissue injury.
	What are the immediate steps for managing such a severe injuryRow1: Immobilization: The affected leg should be immobilized using a splint or cast to prevent further displacement of the fracture.
Pain Management: Administer appropriate analgesics to manage pain and discomfort.
Imaging: Conduct additional imaging studies, such as CT scans, to get a detailed view of the fracture pattern.
Orthopedic Consultation: Arrange for an immediate consultation with an orthopedic surgeon to discuss potential surgical interventions.
Neurovascular Monitoring: Regularly monitor neurovascular status to detect any changes or complications.
	Additional commentsRow1: The patient should be informed about the nature of the injury and the potential need for surgical intervention. Physical therapy may be recommended post-surgery to ensure optimal recovery and function. Close follow-up appointments should be scheduled to monitor the healing process and address any complications that may arise.


